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How does the 2DAYSMOOD free trial work?  
Successfully start a baseline measurement of mood, satisfaction  and engagement. 

Follow these 10 steps! 

 

1. In this free trial of our realtime measuring method you will perform a simplified 

version of the baseline measurement. This means that you will make a first scan of 

moods, satisfaction and engagement in your team or organization, within 6 weeks. 

We focus on the theme ‘people’ and after one week the first results are already in! 

 

2. Every week participants receive a 15 second survey via email or mobile app. With this 

guideline, you can activate it on your phone. For the baseline measurement you can 

choose your own participants (a minimum of 6 including yourself). In the free trial, 

they all belong to one organization, so data can only be analyzed as a group. (With 

the complete license you can analyze on organizational, team and personal level.)  

 

3. The survey consists of three steps: 1. Measuring mood 2. Measuring importance and 

satisfaction of an engagement driver 3. Fun closing message with a cartoon or quote. 

Have you already watched the explanation video of our measuring method? 

 

4. In the first week of the baseline measurement, step 2 contains a different question. 

This question is meant to assess the employee Net Promotor Score (eNPS): ''How 

likely are you to recommend organization x as a good employer to others?''. 

 

5. During the measurement, all participants get a weekly report every Monday. It 

reveals the average moods that were captured the past week. At one glance you can 

see the percentages of stress, (dis)satisfaction and engagement. 

 

6. In the 6th week your trial baseline measurement is completed. You and all other 

participants can view the full anonymous results in a realtime online dashboard.  

 

7. Our experts will guide you during and after the trial with tips and best practices. We 

will help you to interpret the data and start to make first improvements. (Tip: plan a 

meeting on beforehand, to discuss the results with participants.) 

 

8. The results from the trial baseline measurement will show you where the success 

factors and problem areas are in your work environment.  

 

9. It serves as a blueprint for interventions and additional measurements. For instance 

analyses of specific engagement drivers, or continuous and effect measurements. 

 

10. Everything clear? Go (back) to the free trial setup to activate your measurement. 

More questions? Contact us via info@2daysmood.nl or +31(0) 85 303 6879. 
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